
NOSTO CASE STUDY  I  GARDEN

Using the power of personalization to 
enable growth in the gardening industry



Typical challenges  
in the gardening industry 
 
 
Optimizing for seasonal trends  
and unique customer preferences 
SOLUTION: Enable real-time product recommendations 
that automatically factor in changes of season and 
individual customer behavior offering each customer the 
most relevant experience on any device 
 
 
Ensuring efficient navigation among  
complementary and alternative products 
SOLUTION: Automate cross- and upsell recommendations, 
ensuring that your customers find exactly what they are 
looking and even items they didn’t necessarily know they 
could need such as a certain fertilizer for a certain plant. 
Utilize filters to display only items in a certain category, 
price range, margin etc.  
 
 
Effectively re-targeting customers  
with relevant items 
SOLUTION: Start sending personalized emails with 
recommendations related to previous purchases or items a 
customer added to cart but didn’t go on to purchase.  
 
 
 
Reducing bounce  
SOLUTION: Enable personalized, time-limited discounts 
available in Behavioral Pop-ups to increase urgency and 
convert hesitant buyers.



VERTICAL CASE STUDY: GARDENING

Product recommendations  
on Sarah Raven

1. Best sellers
Gardening is highly seasonal, which  means that 
shoppers will have specific needs according 
to what time of year it is. Sarah Raven allows 
this to be reflected by buying patterns of the 
masses by enabling a ‘popular products this 
week’ section on the homepage, as well as best 
sellers on the category page. These have seen 
see a click-to-convert rate of 6-7%. 

2. Shopping Cart Recommendations
Many products in the gardening sector 
lend themselves to the suggesting of 
accessories. Sarah Raven is using an add-to-
cart recommendation overlay to promote 
complementary items to the ones the customer 
has just added to cart. This creates a personal  
service effect and naturally increases AOV. 

3. Cart page cross-sellers
Nicely positioned and designed cross-sellers on 
the cart page encourage customers to further 
purchases with a 17% Click-to-conversion rate. 
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VERTICAL CASE STUDY: GARDENING

Abandoned cart emails
Sarah Raven is not only making it easier for customers to 
recover their products and complete their purchase, but 
also providing a more personalized service to inspire further 
shopping by sending out Abandoned Cart emails. 
 
Industry average conversion rates for  
abandoned cart emails: 5%*
Sarah Raven’s conversion rate: 16.9% 

Average value per sent: $3.40

 
* Source: Econsultancy Blog: Ecommerce email marketing benchmarks for 2016 (Jan 6th, 2016)

Personalized Emails  
on Sarah Raven
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Personalized Facebook Ads 
on GroWell 

Post-purchase ads 
GroWell is encouraging already converted 
customers to continue their shopping by 
suggesting items that are relevant to that 
they have already purchased. Post-purchase 
ads a great way to target an existing clientele, 
especially in an industry with a limited buying 
window as ads will naturally stay up to date 
with seasonality. Post-purchase ads have 
generated a 12x ROAS.

Abandoned cart recovery ads
GroWell is also re-targeting shoppers who 
placed items in their cart, but didn’t go on 
to complete the purchase by recommending 
products and related items to the ones left 
in the cart in the customer’s Facebook feed. 
Abandoned cart recovery ads have generated 
a 7x ROAS.



VERTICAL CASE STUDY: GARDENING

Personalized Behavioral Pop-Ups 
on Johnstown Garden Centre

Site Abandonment Pop-up
Johnstown Garden Centre is using a site 
abandonment pop-up that is displayed to a 
visitor who is about to leave an online store 
with one or more items in their cart. It’s a great 
way of capturing valuable email addresses 
from new visitors to the store, allowing for 
following-up with abandoned cart emails and 
making it easy for visitors to continue their 
shopping journey where they left off. 

Johnstown Garden Centre has captured 8.3% 
of otherwise lost email addresses with the site 
abandonment pop-up. 



VERTICAL CASE STUDY: GARDENING

ROAS generated from personalized post- 
purchase Facebook ads by GroWell

Better conversion for Sarah Raven on product 
recommendations (Nosto vs. no-Nosto)

Average value per abandoned cart email 
sent by Sarah Raven

Example cases in the gardening vertical

161%

12x

$3.4

Solution & results

Of otherwise lost email addresses 
captured for retargeting by 
Johnstown Garden Centre

8.3%
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